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We show that if L = NL (the classical logarithmic space classes), then each unary 2nfa
(a two-way nondeterministic ﬁnite automaton) can be converted into an equivalent 2dfa
(a deterministic two-way automaton), keeping the number of states polynomial. (Unlike
other results of this kind, here the deterministic simulation is valid for inputs of all
lengths, not only polynomially long ones.) This shows a connection between the standard
logarithmic space complexity and the state complexity of two-way unary automata: it
indicates that L could be separated from NL by proving a superpolynomial gap, in the
number of states, for the conversion from unary 2nfas to 2dfa. Moreover, without any
unproven assumptions, we show that each n-state unary 2nfa can be simulated by an
equivalent 2ufa (an unambiguous 2nfa) with a polynomial number of states.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Already in 1959, in the period of the early research on ﬁnite automata, Rabin and Scott [14] and Shepherdson [19] in-
dependently discovered that the capability of moving the input head in both directions does not increase the recognition
power of ﬁnite memory devices, namely, of two-way deterministic or nondeterministic ﬁnite automata (2dfas or 2nfas, for
short). Both these devices can recognize only regular languages, exactly as their one-way deterministic and nondetermin-
istic counterparts (1dfas and 1nfas). Since then, several results comparing the succinctness of the description of regular
languages by different kinds of automata have been obtained (further references can be found in [2]).
However, despite all this effort, the question posed by Sakoda and Sipser in 1978 [17] about the existence of a polynomial
simulation of 2nfas by 2dfas is still open. (Unless otherwise stated, “polynomial simulation” means polynomial in the
number of the states throughout the paper.) Several authors attacked this problem, obtaining some results for restricted
models (e.g., sweeping automata [13,20], oblivious automata [6], unary automata [4], deterministic moles [8]). However, a
solution to the general problem seems to be very far.
In this paper we consider two-way unary automata, i.e., two-way automata with a single-letter input alphabet. We
ﬁrst show, for arbitrary—but ﬁxed—unary 2nfa M , how to reduce L(M) to the graph accessibility problem (GAP), which is the
problem of deciding whether a directed graph contains a path connecting two designated vertices. (GAP is also known under
other names, like REACHABILITY, PATH, or st-CONNECTIVITY.) More precisely, our reduction from L(M) to GAP is computable
by a two-way deterministic ﬁnite state transducer with the number of states polynomial in n—the number of states of
✩ Preliminary version presented at DLT ’10—Developments in Language Theory, London, ON, Canada, August 17–20, 2010 [Lect. Notes Comput. Sci., vol. 6224,
Springer-Verlag, 2010, pp. 197–208].
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independent of m and polynomial in n. With respect to m—the length of the original input—the membership of G(m) in GAP
can be decided in O (1) space. On the other hand, GAP is known to be a complete problem for logarithmic space [18]. That
is, GAP belongs to NL, the class of languages accepted by O (logn) space bounded nondeterministic Turing machines, and its
membership in L, the analogous class for deterministic machines, would imply L= NL, solving a longstanding open problem
in space complexity. Thus, our reduction provides a bridge between the state complexity of two-way unary automata and
the classical space complexity. This allows us to derive the main contributions.
One of our contributions relates the above mentioned Sakoda–Sipser’s question to the L
?= NL problem. To the best of
authors’ knowledge, the only connection at the moment seems to be the one stated by Berman and Lingas in 1977 [1]:
If L = NL, then there exists a polynomial p such that, for each integer m and each k-state 2nfa A, there exists a p(mk)-
state 2dfa A′ accepting a language L(A′) ⊆ L(A) such that L(A′) and L(A) agree on all strings of length smaller than or
equal to m, i.e., L(A′) ∩ Σm = L(A) ∩ Σm .
In the invited paper of Kapoutsis at DLT ’09 [9, p. 51], the same result is presented by replacing “k-state 2nfa A” with
an automaton recognizing the language Ck , presented in the paper of Sakoda and Sipser [17]. This language (actually, this
sequence of languages) is “complete” for the reduction of 2nfas to 2dfas (Kapoutsis calls this language two-way-livenessk):
If L = NL, then there exists a polynomial p such that, for each integer k, there exists a p(k)-state 2dfa able to decide
the two-way-livenessk correctly on every p(k)-long input.
In the paper of Sipser on sweeping automata [20], a similar condition is presented for one-way-livenessk , which is a
complete problem for the reduction from 1nfas to 2dfas, and sweeping automata:
If L = NL, then there exists a polynomial p such that, for each integer k, there exists a p(k)-state sweeping automaton
accepting the set of strings of length at most k in one-way-livenessk .
All these conditions can be rewritten as suﬃcient conditions for L = NL. The resulting conditions require the separation
of 2dfas from 2nfas of polynomial size on “short” inputs (of polynomial length). Kapoutsis [8,9] observes that even a
separation with exponentially long strings appears to be hard.
In this paper, we shall prove that L = NL would imply a polynomial simulation of unary 2nfas by 2dfas. Hence, also
this result gives a suﬃcient condition for L = NL. This condition, compared with that of Berman and Lingas [1], restricts
the set of candidates to unary automata, but completely removes the restriction on the input length. So it seems not to be
comparable with the previous conditions, but it seems more natural and understandable.
In [4], it was shown that each n-state unary 2nfa can be simulated by a 2dfa with O (nlog(n+1)+3) states. Hence, the cost
of the simulation of unary 2nfas by 2dfas is at most subexponential. In the light of our new result, an argument showing
the tightness of this upper bound or a different (but still superpolynomial) lower bound would imply L = NL, irrespective of
the lengths of the strings involved in this argument. At the moment, the best known lower bound is quadratic [3].
The other contribution we present in the paper concerns two-way unambiguous automata (2ufas). We recall that a non-
deterministic device is called unambiguous if it presents at most one accepting computation on each input. Comparisons
between deterministic, unambiguous, and nondeterministic computational models have been widely considered in the lit-
erature ([11,15,16] are just three examples). Unambiguous representation of languages is not only of theoretical interest,
but plays also an important role in applications, e.g., in parser construction. In the context of nonuniform space complexity,
Reinhardt and Allender [16] proved that nondeterministic computations in logarithmic space can be made unambiguous,
with an additional help of a polynomially long advice. Combining this with our reduction from 2nfa languages to GAP, we
obtain a polynomial simulation of unary 2nfas by 2ufas. In other words, each unary 2nfa can be made unambiguous with
a polynomial increase in the number of the states.
2. Preliminaries
Let us start by brieﬂy recalling some basic deﬁnitions from automata theory. For a detailed exposition, we refer the
reader to [5]. Given a set S , |S| denotes its cardinality and 2S the family of all its subsets.
A two-way nondeterministic ﬁnite automaton (2nfa, for short) is deﬁned as a quintuple A = (Q ,Σ, δ,qI, F ), in which Q is
a ﬁnite set of states, Σ is a ﬁnite input alphabet, δ : Q ×(Σ ∪{
,}) → 2Q ×{−1,0,+1} is a transition function, where 
, /∈ Σ
are two special symbols, called the left and the right endmarkers, respectively, qI ∈ Q is an initial state, and F ⊆ Q is a
set of ﬁnal states. The input is stored onto the input tape surrounded by the two endmarkers, the left endmarker being at
the position zero. In one move, A reads an input symbol, changes its state, and moves the input head one position forward,
backward, or keeps it stationary depending on whether δ returns +1, −1, or 0, respectively. The machine accepts the input,
if there exists a computation path from the initial state qI with the head on the left endmarker to some ﬁnal state q ∈ F .
The language accepted by A, denoted by L(A), consists of all input strings that are accepted.
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,}. As an inter-
mediate model between 2nfa and 2dfa, the 2nfa A is called unambiguous (2ufa), if there exists at most one accepting
computation path for each input. It is said to be sweeping [20], if it is deterministic and input head reversals are allowed
only at the endmarkers. This last notion can be relaxed by allowing nondeterministic choices at the endmarkers, but keeping
the other restrictions. In this case the 2nfa is said to be quasi-sweeping [12].
An automaton A is almost equivalent to an automaton A′ , if the languages accepted by A and A′ coincide, with the
possible exception of a ﬁnite number of strings. If there are no exceptions, then A and A′ are ( fully) equivalent.
An automaton working over a single-letter alphabet is called unary. For such automata, we shall ﬁx the input alphabet
to Σ = {a}.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard Turing machine model and the basic facts from space complexity
theory. For more details, see, e.g., [5,21]. Our Turing machine (both deterministic and nondeterministic) is equipped with a
ﬁnite state control, a two-way read-only input tape, with input enclosed in between two endmarkers, and a separate semi-
inﬁnite two-way read–write worktape, initially empty. Such machine is s(n)-space bounded, if no computation uses more
than s(n) worktape cells, for each input of length n.
The class of languages accepted in s(n)  O (logn) space by deterministic Turing machines is denoted by L, while the
corresponding classes for nondeterministic and unambiguous machines by NL and UL.
A deterministic transducer is an ordinary s(n)-space bounded Turing machine, equipped with an additional one-way write-
only output tape, initially empty.
We also assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions from graph theory, in particular, with the notion of labeled
and directed graph and the notion of a path in a directed graph.
The graph accessibility problem is the problem of deciding, for a given directed graph G = (V , E), with V = {v1, . . . , vN },
whether there exists a path from v1 to vN . We assume that the graph is presented on the input tape of a Turing machine
in the form of a binary adjacency matrix, written row by row, in which gi, j (the element at row i and column j) is equal
to 0 or 1 depending on whether (vi, v j) ∈ E . Clearly, the size of this matrix is N × N , its length is N2, and gi, j is written
at the bit position (i − 1) · N + j. As customary for decision problems, the set of all directed graphs coded in this way, for
which the graph accessibility problem has a positive answer, will be denoted by GAP.
It is an open problem whether L= NL. In [18], it was shown that GAP is an NL-complete problem. Hence, GAP ∈ NL and,
moreover, GAP ∈ L if and only if L= NL.
3. Reducing unary 2NFA acceptance to GAP
In this section we show how to reduce the language accepted by a given unary 2nfa to the graph accessibility problem.
To this aim, we shall use the following result, which allows us to consider 2nfas in a special form:
Theorem 3.1. (See [4, Thm. 2].) Each n-state unary 2nfa A can be transformed into a 2nfa M such that:
• M has at most N  2n + 2 states.
• M is quasi-sweeping (i.e., input head reversals and nondeterministic choices are performed only at the endmarkers).
• M and A are almost equivalent, in particular, the accepted languages coincide for all inputs of length greater than 5n2 .
To avoid some technical problems, it is also useful to assume that
• N  n.
Otherwise, we could add n − N new states, unreachable from the other states of the automaton, thus obtaining N ′ = n
without changing the accepted language. (To obtain the structure described below, these new states are organized in a loop
of length n − N .)
By Theorem 3.1, an accepting computation of M is a sequence of deterministic traversals of the input, ending in a
ﬁnal state. Nondeterministic decisions are taken only when the input head is visiting one of the endmarkers. Actually, the
statement of Theorem 3.1 does not show all the features of the automaton M . We now present further details about its
structure. These details, shown in [4], will turn out to be useful to state our results.
Let M be denoted as a quintuple (Q , {a}, δ,qI, {qF}). (As explained below, M has a unique ﬁnal state.) According to
Theorem 3.1, n denotes the number of the states in the original automaton A from which M is derived. Thus, |Q | = N 
2n + 2.
The set of states of M is the union of s + 1 disjoint nonempty sets {qI,qF}, Q 1, . . . , Q s , for some s, such that:
• The set {qI,qF} consists of the initial and ﬁnal states only, with qI = qF.
• Each of the sets Q 1, . . . , Q s represents either a “positive” or a “negative” loop, used to traverse the input tape from
the left endmarker (right, respectively) to the opposite endmarker. Essentially, during each traversal of the input, one of
these sets is used to count the input length modulo one integer. More precisely, for each i = 1, . . . , s, there exist some
i > 0 and di ∈ {−1,+1} such that:
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– δ(qi, j,a) = {(qi,( j+1) mod i ,di)}, for j = 0, . . . , i − 1.
Note that the transitions from the states in Q i are deterministic in the middle of the input. However, at the endmarkers,
there may exist other transitions from these states. If di = +1 (di = −1, respectively), the set Q i is called a positive loop
of length i (negative, respectively) and its states are called positive (negative).
• Let Q + and Q − , respectively, denote the sets of positive and negative states, i.e., Q + = ⋃di=+1 Q i and Q − =⋃
di=−1 Q i . In [4], it was shown that |Q +| n and |Q −| n.
Now we can give further details concerning the transition function of M and the structure of accepting computations:
• The initial state qI is used only at the beginning of the computation. From this state, scanning the left endmarker,
the machine switches to some positive state, to start its ﬁrst left-to-right traversal. Hence, δ(qI, σ )  (q,d) implies that
σ = 
, q ∈ Q + , and d = +1.
• As already described, in a left-to-right traversal, only states from some positive loop Q i ⊆ Q + are used, until the ma-
chine reaches the right endmarker. At this endmarker, by a nondeterministic transition, the machine chooses a negative
state and moves the head one position to the left, to start a right-to-left traversal. Hence, for q ∈ Q + , δ(q, σ )  (p,d)
implies that either σ = a, with p ∈ Q + and d = +1 (deterministic transition in the course of a left-to-right traversal),
or σ = , with p ∈ Q − and d = −1 (switching from a left-to-right traversal to some right-to-left traversal at the right
endmarker).
• In a right-to-left traversal, one negative loop is used in a similar way. The only difference is at the left endmarker,
where the machine can also switch to the ﬁnal state qF without moving the head, in order to accept the input. Hence,
for q ∈ Q − , δ(q, σ )  (p,d) implies one of the three following cases: σ = a, with p ∈ Q − and d = −1 (deterministic
transition in the course of a right-to-left traversal), or σ = 
, with p ∈ Q + and d = +1 (switching from a right-to-left
traversal to some left-to-right traversal at the left endmarker), or σ = 
, with p = qF and d = 0 (acceptance at the left
endmarker).
• For completeness, no moves are deﬁned from the ﬁnal state qF, in which the machine halts and accepts. Note also that
qF can only be reached at the left endmarker.
By the previous description, one can observe that the behavior of M while scanning “real” input symbols is very re-
stricted. In order to formalize this point and, at the same time, to simplify the discussion, it is useful to introduce a further
notation.
Let p,q be two states of a unary two-way automaton M in the “normal form” introduced by Theorem 3.1. Then, for an
integer m 0, we write p
m q (q m p, respectively) if and only if M , starting from the state p with the input head scanning
the left (right, respectively) endmarker, can reach the state q with the head scanning the ﬁrst symbol to the right (to the
left) of am , by a sequence of moves that keep the head inside the tape segment 
 am (inside am ) in the meantime.
Lemma 3.2. Given p,q ∈ Q and an integer m 0, the following statements are equivalent:
i. p
m q.
ii. There exist a positive loop Q i = {qi,0, . . . ,qi,i−1} of length i and two integers j,k ∈ {0, . . . , i − 1} such that δ(p,
) 
(qi, j,+1), ( j +m) mod i = k, and qi,k = q.
iii. p ∈ Q − ∪ {qI}, q ∈ Q i for some positive loop Q i ⊆ Q + of length i , and p r q, where r =m mod i .
Proof. By the previous description of the machine obtained by Theorem 3.1, a transition at the left endmarker is allowed
only if p ∈ Q − ∪ {qI}. Such transition moves the input head one position to the right and switches the ﬁnite state control
to some positive component, i.e., to some qi, j ∈ Q i ⊆ Q + , with i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. From this point forward, the machine deter-
ministically counts the length of the input modulo i , moving the head to the right, until it hits the right endmarker. This
gives (i) ⇒ (ii). To obtain (ii) ⇒ (iii), it only remains to show that p r q, where r =m mod i . This can be seen easily, since
m = r+μi , for some μ 0. Thus, ( j+m) mod i = k gives also ( j+ r) mod i = k which, together with δ(p,
)  (qi, j,+1),
implies p
r qi,k = q. Finally, to show (iii) ⇒ (i), we take the witness computation for p r q and expand this computation by
μ iterations of the loop of length i , beginning and ending in qi,k = q. This gives p m q. 
By a symmetrical argument, we get the following counterpart of Lemma 3.2:
Lemma 3.3. Given p,q ∈ Q and an integer m 0, the following statements are equivalent:
i. q
m p.
ii. There exist a negative loop Q i = {qi,0, . . . ,qi,i−1 } of length i and two integers j,k ∈ {0, . . . , i − 1} such that δ(p,) 
(qi, j,−1), ( j +m) mod i = k, and qi,k = q.
iii. p ∈ Q + , q ∈ Q i for some negative loop Q i ⊆ Q − of length i , and q r p, where r =m mod i .
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computations. This will play a fundamental role in proving the main results.
• The vertex set of G coincides with the set Q of the states in M , the set of edges is E = Q × Q .
• The edge (p,q) is labeled by a pair Ψp,q = (, R), for some integer  1 and some R ⊆ {0, . . . ,  − 1}.
We ﬁrst describe the labeling function in an informal way. For our purposes, the “signiﬁcant” part of E is restricted to
({qI} × Q +) ∪ (Q + × Q −) ∪ (Q − × Q +) ∪ (Q − × {qF}). Given p,q ∈ Q , we want to use the label Ψp,q to characterize the
set of all integers m such that M , scanning the left/right endmarker of the input tape 
 am  in the state p, can reach the
state q with the head scanning one of the endmarkers again, by a sequence of moves that do not visit any of the endmarkers
in the meantime. Typically, p,q are placed at the opposite endmarkers and hence Ψp,q characterizes the set of all integers m
such that p
m q or q m p, depending on whether p ∈ Q − ∪ {qI} or p ∈ Q + , respectively, i.e., on whether we characterize a
left-to-right or right-to-left traversal. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, such integers m are exactly those satisfying a condition of the
form m mod  = r, where  depends only on q while r depends on both p and q. Namely, if q ∈ Q i , then  = i . However,
transitions from p at one of the endmarkers may be nondeterministic, possibly choosing several different states within the
same loop Q i . Hence, there may exist several different values of r for the same pair p,q. For these reasons, Ψp,q keeps a
single value  but uses a set of possible values r ∈ R .
As a special case, for δ(p,
)  (qF,0) and q = qF, the label Ψp,q does not depend on the length of the input and should
characterize the set of all integers m. This can be accomplished by taking Ψp,q = (1, {0}), since m mod 1 = 0 for each m 0.
Similarly, if M can never get from p to q by a computation not visiting any of the endmarkers in the meantime (as an
example, if both p and q belong to Q +), we can take Ψp,q = (1,∅), since m mod 1 /∈ ∅ for any m.
Formally, Ψ is deﬁned as follows:
Ψp,q =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(i, {r ∈ {0, . . . , i − 1} | p r q}), if p ∈ Q − ∪ {qI} and q ∈ Q i ⊆ Q +,
(i, {r ∈ {0, . . . , i − 1} | q r p}), if p ∈ Q + and q ∈ Q i ⊆ Q −,
(1, {0}), if p ∈ Q −, q = qF, and δ(p,
)  (qF,0),
(1,∅), otherwise.
Notice that we can also obtain Ψp,q = (i,∅) if, from the state p at one of the endmarkers, it is not possible to switch to
any state in the loop Q i containing q.
The main property of the graph G is given in the following lemma, which is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.2
and 3.3, combined with the deﬁnition of Ψ :
Lemma 3.4. Given p,q ∈ Q and an integer m 0, the automaton M, scanning one of the endmarkers of the input tape 
 am  in the
state p, can reach the state q with the head scanning one of the endmarkers again,3 by a sequence of moves that do not visit any of the
endmarkers in the meantime, if and only if Ψp,q = (, R) and m mod  ∈ R.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.4, computations of M can be described by paths in the graph G , where only some of the
edges are allowed, depending on the input length, and vice versa.
For each given input am , we can restrict G to the edges that are valid for am . To this aim, we now introduce another
graph G(m) = (Q , E(m)), depending on the input am . The graph G(m) uses the same set of vertices, namely, the state set Q .
The edges are not labeled, but ﬁltered as follows:
E(m) = {(p,q) ∈ Q × Q ∣∣ Ψp,q = (, R) withm mod  ∈ R
}
.
Theorem 3.5. For each m 0, the input am is accepted by M if and only if qF is reachable from qI in the graph G(m).
Proof. Consider an accepting computation of M on the input tape 
 am  and the sequence of all the states qI, p1, . . . , pt ,qF
reached with the input head visiting one of the endmarkers. With the exception of the ﬁnal state qF, we can observe that
the state ph is reached at the left endmarker, if the value of h is even, while it is reached at the right endmarker, if h is
odd, taking qI = p0. Since the ﬁnal state can be reached from pt only via a stationary move at the left endmarker, t must
be even and pt ∈ Q − . Summing up:
• The initial state qI coincides with p0.
• For each h = 1, . . . , t , M gets from the state ph−1 to ph by making a traversal across the input am , and hence ph−1 m ph
or ph
m ph−1, depending on whether h is odd or even, respectively. In both cases, by Lemma 3.4, we get (ph−1, ph) ∈
E(m).
3 Typically, for q = qF, the opposite endmarker will be reached. However, if q = qF, the left endmarker is scanned both in p and q.
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)  (qF,0). Hence, Ψpt ,qF = (1, {0}), which gives (pt ,qF) ∈ E(m), for each m.
So, we easily conclude that there is a path from qI to qF in G(m).
Conversely, given a path qI, p1, . . . , pt ,qF in the graph G(m), using Lemma 3.4 again, we can observe that, for each
h = 1, . . . , t , the edge (ph−1, ph) represents a left-to-right or a right-to-left traversal of the input, depending on the parity
of h. Combining these traversals together, we get an accepting computation of M for the input am . 
In Theorem 3.5, we provided a reduction from L(M) to GAP. This is enough for our purposes. However, for the sake of
completeness, we mention how to get a reduction to GAP for the original 2nfa A. Recall that M , obtained by the use of
Theorem 3.1, is only almost equivalent to the original A: the languages accepted by A and M may differ in ﬁnitely many
“exceptions”, the length of which is bounded by 5n2, where n denotes the number of states in A. Hence, for m 5n2, we can
replace the graph G(m), deﬁned above, by a graph consisting just of two vertices qI,qF. Depending on whether am ∈ L(A),
they are (are not) connected by the edge (qI,qF).
We conclude this section by observing that the existence of each edge in E(m) can be determined using a ﬁnite control
with at most n states:
Lemma 3.6. For each two states p,q of M, there exists a unary one-way deterministic ﬁnite automaton Ap,q with at most n states,
such that for each m 0, Ap,q accepts am if and only if (p,q) ∈ E(m).
Proof. Clearly, (p,q) ∈ E(m) if and only if Ψp,q = (, R) and m mod  ∈ R . The automaton Ap,q can verify this condition
by a loop counting the length of the input am modulo , with  states. The distribution of the ﬁnal states along this loop
depends on R . Now, recall that  is the length of a positive or negative loop in M . As shown in [4] (see also discussion
below Theorem 3.1), we have |Q +| n and |Q −| n. Clearly, the value of  cannot exceed n, the total number of the states
in the positive or negative loops of M .
This completes the argument. However, if Ψp,q = (1, {0}) or Ψp,q = (,∅) for any , a further simpliﬁcation is possible,
because the membership of (p,q) in E(m) does not depend on the input length, and hence L(Ap,q) coincides with a∗ or
with ∅, respectively. In such cases, a single state is enough. 
4. Polynomial deterministic simulation (assuming L= NL)
Under the hypothesis L = NL, we prove here that each unary n-state 2nfa A can be simulated by an equivalent 2dfa
with a number of states polynomial in n. Roughly speaking, we shall use a 2dfa which computes the reduction presented
in Section 3 and simulates, in its ﬁnite control, a deterministic logarithmic space bounded machine accepting GAP. The next
lemma describes such a simulation.
Here we use the same notation as in Section 3, in particular, n and N denote, respectively, the number of states in the
original 2nfa A and in the almost equivalent M obtained according to Theorem 3.1, with N  2n+ 2. The set of states in M
will be enumerated by Q = {v1, . . . , vN }, with qI = v1 and qF = vN .
Lemma 4.1. If L = NL, then there exists a polynomial p such that the 2nfa M can be simulated by a 2dfa M ′ with at most p(N) states.
Proof. If L = NL, there must exist DGAP, a deterministic logarithmic space bounded Turing machine accepting GAP. We can
assume that DGAP has a two-way read-only input tape which contains a representation of a graph with N vertices, given by
its adjacency matrix.
Now, our goal is to devise a 2dfa M ′ such that, for a given input string am , m 0, it decides whether or not am ∈ L(M). To
this aim, consider the graph G(m). By Theorem 3.5, am ∈ L(M) if and only if G(m) ∈ GAP. Thus, by presenting the adjacency
matrix of G(m) as an input to the machine DGAP, M ′ can correctly decide whether am ∈ L(M).
Since the length of G(m) coded by the adjacency matrix is N2, the machine DGAP works in space O (log(N2)) K · logN ,
for a suitable constant K . However, N does not depend on the input length m, and hence this amount of space is ﬁxed. This
allows us to encode the entire worktape of DGAP in the control of a ﬁnite state machine.
The critical point of the simulation is that the input tape of M ′ contains the input string am , while the input tape of the
simulated machine DGAP must contain the adjacency matrix of G(m), which uses N2 bits. Keeping this matrix in the ﬁnite
control of M ′ would require an exponential number of states.
To overcome this problem, M ′ does not keep the matrix itself in its ﬁnite control, but only the input head position
of DGAP, which is an integer h ∈ {0, . . . ,N2 + 1}. The corresponding bit in the adjacency matrix of G(m) is computed “on
demand”, each time the simulation of a single step of DGAP needs it. After that, this bit can be “forgotten”, to make room
for another bit. Recall that the demanded bit at the input position h ∈ {1, . . . ,N2} corresponds to a ﬁxed entry gi, j in the
adjacency matrix for G(m), with i, j satisfying h = (i − 1) · N + j, which in turn corresponds to a ﬁxed pair of states in M ,
namely, to vi, v j . Hence, the hth input bit is 1 if and only if (vi, v j) ∈ E(m).
Thus, in order to compute the hth input bit and to simulate the next step of DGAP, the machine M ′ uses the correspond-
ing automaton Avi ,v j as a subroutine (see Lemma 3.6), where i = 1+ (h − 1)/N and j = 1+ ((h − 1) mod N).
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Summing up, the 2dfa M ′ keeps the following information in its ﬁnite control:
• the input head position of DGAP (2+ N2 possible values),
• one bit of G(m), currently scanned by the input head of DGAP (2 possible values),
• the worktape head position (2+ K · logN possible values),
• the worktape content (2K ·logN  NK possible values),
• the ﬁnite control of DGAP (some H states, a ﬁxed constant not depending on N),
• the ﬁnite control for each automaton Avi ,v j (at most N2 · n N3 states).
By multiplying all these amounts, we conclude that the total number of states in M ′ is bounded by O (NK+5 logN). 
Note that O (NK+5 logN)  O (nK+5 logn). That is, the deterministic simulation presented in the lemma above is poly-
nomial in the number of states of the original 2nfa A. The degree of this polynomial depends on K , a constant specifying
K · logN , the upper bound on the number of cells required by the (hypothetical) deterministic Turing machine DGAP on its
binary worktape. However, M and M ′ agree with A only on input strings of length greater than 5n2 (see Theorem 3.1).
Now we are able to state one of our main results:
Theorem 4.2. If L = NL, then each n-state unary 2nfa A can be simulated by an equivalent deterministic 2dfa with a number of
states polynomial in n.
Proof. A 2dfa M ′′ fully equivalent to the original 2nfa A can now be obtained by a small modiﬁcation of M ′ presented in
Lemma 4.1. First, M ′′ makes a scan of the input and checks whether its length does exceed 5n2. Short inputs are accepted
or rejected directly, according to the membership in L(A). For suﬃciently long inputs, the membership is resolved by the
use of M ′ . Clearly, the number of the states in M ′′ is 5n2 + 1+ O (nK+5 logn) O (nK+5 logn). 
5. Polynomial unambiguous simulation (unconditional)
Finally, we are ready to show that each unary n-state 2nfa A can be simulated by an unambiguous 2nfa with a number
of states polynomial in n. Compared with Theorem 4.2, unambiguous 2nfas are more powerful devices than 2dfas, but this
simulation does not require any additional assumptions, such as L= NL.
Reinhardt and Allender [16] proved that, in the context of nonuniform complexity, nondeterministic logarithmic space
bounded computations can be made unambiguous. Our simulation combines this result with the reduction from a unary
2nfa language to GAP.
Given a complexity class C , let us denote [10] by C/poly the class of languages L for which there exist a sequence of
binary “advice” strings {α(n) | n 0} of polynomial length and a language B ∈ C such that L = {x | (x,α(|x|)) ∈ B}.
Theorem 5.1. (See [16].) NL ⊆ UL/poly.
As a consequence of this theorem, there exists a nondeterministic Turing machine UGAP such that:
• UGAP works in logarithmic space and has at most one accepting path on each input string,
• there exists a sequence of binary strings {α(n) | n 0} and a polynomial q, such that |α(n)| q(n) for each n 0, and
• for each graph G with N vertices, encoded in the form of the binary adjacency matrix, UGAP accepts the string G α(N2)
if and only if G ∈ GAP. Here  /∈ {0,1} denotes a new separator symbol.
Theorem 5.2. Each n-state unary 2nfa A can be simulated by an equivalent unambiguous 2ufa with a polynomial number of states.
Proof. The argument is very similar to that of Lemma 4.1. For the given N-state 2nfa M obtained by Theorem 3.1, almost
equivalent to the original n-state 2nfa A, we construct a 2nfa M ′ simulating the machine UGAP. For input am , M ′ simulates
UGAP on input G(m)  α(N2). Notice that the advice α(N2) is ﬁxed, that is, it does not depend on the input of M , only on N ,
the number of states in M .
Since UGAP works in logarithmic space in the length of its own input, it uses a binary worktape of size K · log(N2 + 1+
q(N2)), for a suitable constant K , and hence its worktape content—at most (N2 + 1+ q(N2))K possible values—can be kept
in the control of a ﬁnite state machine. The same holds for its worktape head position—2+ K · log(N2 + 1+ q(N2)) possible
values, as well as for its input head position—an integer h ∈ {0, . . . ,N2 + 1+ q(N2) + 1}.
However, M ′ does not keep the input tape of UGAP in its ﬁnite control—this would require an exponential number of
states. Hence, each time the simulation of the next step of UGAP requires to read the input symbol in the position h,
M ′ works as follows.
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If 1 h  N2, the required symbol represents a bit in the adjacency matrix of G(m). Hence M ′ computes this bit in the
same deterministic way as presented in the proof of Lemma 4.1, by the use of a corresponding subautomaton Avi ,v j , which
evaluates the required bit by scanning the input am . This can be done with at most N2 · n N3 states.
If h = N2 + 1, the required symbol represents , the separator between G(m) and α(N2).
If N2 +2 h N2 +1+q(N2), the symbol in the position h is a bit from the advice α(N2). Hence, it is ﬁxed, completely
determined by the values of h and N . Such kind of information can be kept directly in the transition function of M ′ , and
hence no additional states are required to compute such bit.
Otherwise, for h = N2 + 1+ q(N2) + 1, the required symbol is , the right endmarker.
In this way, we can simulate the original 2nfa A on all inputs am longer than 5n2. Again, to obtain the correct answers
for short inputs, M ′ only needs an initial deterministic scan, with additional 5n2 + 1 states, in the same way as done in
Theorem 4.2. It should also be obvious that if UGAP has at most one accepting path for each input G(m)α(N2), our 2nfa M ′
has at most one accepting path for each input am , and hence it is unambiguous.
Finally, by multiplying all amounts presented above, and by using q(N2) O (q(N)2) and N  O (n), the number of states
in M ′ can be bounded by O (q(n)2K+2 · n3 · logn). 
6. Final remarks
In Section 4, we proved that L = NL implies the existence of a polynomial conversion from unary 2nfas to 2dfas. It is
natural to ask whether the converse implication holds as well. Here we are able to prove a partially different implication. On
one hand, even a polynomial conversion from unary 1nfas to 2dfas (hence, also from unary 2nfas to 2dfas) should solve
the L versus NL question, thus implying L = NL. However, as an additional assumption, such conversion must be constructive
and, moreover, we must be able to construct the resulting 2dfa by the use of a deterministic transducer working with
O (logn) space.
To this aim, given a directed graph G = (V , E) with |V | = n and (vn, vn) ∈ E , observe that deciding whether G belongs
to GAP is equivalent to deciding whether the unary one-way nondeterministic automaton A, having G as its transition
graph, v1 as the initial state, and vn as the unique ﬁnal state, accepts the string an−1. Using this idea, it can be shown
that GAP is logspace reducible to the problem of deciding whether a unary 1nfa A accepts a string am . (A and am are not
ﬁxed, i.e., they form the instance of the problem.) As a matter of fact, the membership problem for 1nfas is known to be
NL-complete [7], even if restricted to the case of unary automata. Hence, we have the following:
Theorem 6.1. If there exists a deterministic O (logn) space bounded transducer T transforming each given n-state unary 1nfa into an
equivalent nO (1)-state 2dfa, then L= NL.
Proof. Using the hypothetical transducer T , we can show that GAP, the problem known to be NL-complete, is in L.
Let Au1nfa denote the acceptance problem for unary 1nfas. That is, for a given unary 1nfa A and its input am , the string
A  am ∈ Au1nfa if and only if A accepts am . From the above discussion, it is easy to see that there exists an O (logn) space
bounded transducer R transforming each given directed graph G = (V , E) with |V | = n into A am , such that G ∈ GAP if and
only if A  am ∈ Au1nfa . Clearly, m = n − 1. Both G and A are represented by binary adjacency matrices, of size n × n. Coded
in this way, A is actually a modiﬁed copy of G , in which gn,n = 1. Hence, GAP is reducible to Au1nfa in logarithmic space,
which can be denoted by GAPlog Au1nfa .
Now, let Au2dfa be a two-way deterministic counterpart of Au1nfa . That is, A′  am ∈ Au2dfa if and only if A′ accepts am ,
but now A′ is a unary 2dfa. (This requires some other low-level technical differences; A′ is not represented as a binary
adjacency matrix but, rather, by some binary description of its transition function and its list of ﬁnal states.) By assumption,
we have also T , an O (logn) space bounded transducer transforming a unary 1nfa A into an equivalent 2dfa A′ . By an
easy modiﬁcation of T , we get a new transducer T ′ , transforming A  am into A′  am , for any unary string am , such that A
accepts am if and only if A′ accepts am , and hence A am ∈ Au1nfa if and only if A′ am ∈ Au2dfa . This gives Au1nfa log Au2dfa .
Finally, we can devise a deterministic O (logn) space bounded machine for Au2dfa , that is, a Turing machine M deciding,
for each input A′ am , whether A′ is a valid code for some unary 2dfa and, moreover, if A′ accepts am . The simulation of A′
by M on the input am is straightforward. In particular, M keeps track of the current state of A′ and its current input head
position along am . The current state of A′ is represented by an integer pointing to a position in the table describing δ′ , the
transition function of A′ . Since both δ′ and am are embedded in the input A′  am , this can be implemented in space which
is logarithmic in the length of A′ am . To detect possible inﬁnite computations of A′ , the machine M counts also the number
of steps during the simulation. This can be implemented by a time counter, an integer ranging between 0 and (m+2) · |Q ′|,
where Q ′ denotes the set of states in A′ . If this counter overﬂows, A′ must be in an inﬁnite loop on the input am , and
hence M stops and rejects. Such counter can be stored in space of size O (log((m + 2) · |Q ′|)), which is logarithmic in the
length of A′  am . This gives that Au2dfa ∈ L.
Summing up, we have that GAPlog Au1nfa , Au1nfa log Au2dfa , and Au2dfa ∈ L. Since the class L is closed under logarith-
mic space reductions, we can conclude that GAP ∈ L, thus implying L= NL. 
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that the given 1nfa is in a special form, the Chrobak normal form, such transformation is very simple and can be computed
by an O (logn) space bounded transducer. Hence, the “diﬃcult” part in the conversion from unary 1nfas to 2dfas is the
transformation of a unary 1nfa into the Chrobak normal form. As remarked in [22], such transformation cannot be done in
logarithmic space, unless L = NL .
Theorem 6.1 can be strengthened: actually it is enough to ask for a transducer T that transforms each unary 1nfa A into
a 2dfa A′ preserving emptiness on short strings. (Note that A and A′ do not have to agree in acceptance, even for short
strings.)
Theorem 6.2. If there exists a deterministic O (logn) space bounded transducer T transforming each given n-state unary 1nfa A into
an nO (1)-state unary 2dfa A′ such that A′ accepts a string shorter than n if and only if A accepts a string shorter than n, then L = NL.
Proof. Let Eu1nfa denote the emptiness problem for unary 1nfas, that is, for a given unary 1nfa A (the binary represen-
tation of) A ∈ Eu1nfa if and only if L(A) is empty. Let BEu2dfa be a bounded version of the emptiness problem for unary
2dfas, that is, A′  am ∈ BEu2dfa if and only if the unary 2dfa A′ does not accept any string shorter than m. The respective
complementary languages are denoted by Ecu1nfa and BE
c
u2dfa .
As pointed out in the discussion above Theorem 6.1, we have GAPlog Ecu1nfa .
Second, we can easily modify the transducer T into a new transducer T ′ so that, for a given n-state unary 1nfa A, it
produces the string A′  an , where A′ is the 2dfa produced by the original T . Clearly, A ∈ Ecu1nfa if and only if A accepts a
string shorter than n, which holds if and only if A′ accepts a string shorter than n, that is, if and only if A′  an ∈ BEcu2dfa .
Therefore, Ecu1nfa log BEcu2dfa .
Finally, we can implement a deterministic O (logn) space bounded Turing machine M for the language BEcu2dfa . For a
given input A′  am , the machine M repeatedly simulates the 2dfa A′ and checks that A′ accepts no unary string shorter
than m. This is done along the same lines as presented in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
By summarizing, we get GAPlog Ecu1nfa , Ecu1nfa log BEcu2dfa , and BEcu2dfa ∈ L, which gives that GAP ∈ L, and hence also
that L= NL. 
We recall that, at the moment, the best known simulation of unary 2nfas by 2dfas is subexponential, but super-
polynomial [4]. In the light of Theorem 4.2, an argument proving that such a simulation is tight (or giving us another
superpolynomial lower bound) will deﬁnitively prove the separation of L from NL.
For the converse direction, the statement of Theorem 6.1 is not so simple as implication presented by Theorem 4.2,
due to the uniformity condition. Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that L = NL and, at the same time, there exists a
polynomial transformation of unary 2nfas to 2dfas. In this case, Theorem 6.1 says that the polynomial transformation from
unary 2nfas to 2dfas, even though it does exist, cannot be computed in small space (namely, by a deterministic O (logn)
space bounded transducer).
Hence, at the current stage of knowledge, we believe that further research concerning two-way unary automata should
try to attack the problem from both sides: on one hand, ﬁnding a family of languages for which the simulation looks to
be diﬃcult (probably by “borrowing” some diﬃcult problems from Number Theory) and, on the other hand, still investigat-
ing the possibility of polynomial simulations in the unary case. However, for binary or larger input alphabets, where the
“hardest” languages are already known, we still believe that the gap between 2nfas and 2dfas is exponential.
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